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Abstract

The absolute El -transition probabilities have been measured

for two zr - (514) levels populated from the short-lived isomers

Yb (6.4 sec) and Hf (18.6 sec), a delayed coincidence set

up being used for the purpose. This gave a half life of T. / 2 =

= (4.48 t 0.08) • TO"9 sec for the 104 keV level in Yb1 7 7 and 1 } , 2 =

= (1.86 t 0.05) • 10~9 sec for the 21 7 keV level in Hf1 7 9 . The

result has been compared with the calculations made by Nilsson.

The effect of the pairing correlation has also been taken into account.

An agreement with the experimental values to within a factor of

three is obtained. An extrapolated estimate of the half life for the

408.9 keV y - (514) level in W181 gives 3 . 10"U sec.

Printed and distributed in August 1964.
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]_. Introduction

During the past few years marked interest has been shown in

the properties of El -transitions in the region of deformed odd-mass

nuclei. In most cases these transitions have proved to be strongly

hindered as compared with the single particle estimate, and hind-
4

ranee factors > 10 are rather frequent. It has also been found

that in many cases these El -transitions have abnormally large Lu

and L-, conversion coefficients. These two particular properties

have also been found to be correlated in the trans-lead region.

The large hindrance factors can be understood in the light of

the calculations made by Nilsson , who considered the individual

particle motion in a spheroidal harmonic oscillator potential with

the addition of a spin-orbit term and a 1 correction term to r e -

present a square-well approximation. Each low-lying level is here

represented by a sum of partial wave functions corresponding to

pure shell model states (N, 1, j). The amplitudes of these partial

wave functions depend on the deformation .parameter 8 , which has

to be determined from the quadrupole moment or from the reduced

E2-transition probabilities between levels in the same rotational

band.- Usually many of the possible matrix elements between these

partial wave functions are zero, and the El -transitions are possible

only through the small amplitude components of the total wave func-

tions. This strongly reduces the El transition probability and is

partly responsible for the retardation observed.

The average spheroidal field in which the particles have been

supposed to move is built up of the long range forces between the

nucleons. There is however, considerable evidence for very short-

range attractive residual forces which are not taken into account by

the independent particle shell model potential. These forces are

supposed to give an interaction between nucleons moving in t ime-

reversed single particle orbitals, and introduce considerable mix-

ing among the shell-model configurations. This will alter the

nuclear transition matrix elements from those given by the inde-

pendent particle model. The effect of this so called "pairing corre la-

tion" on the nuclear transition rates has been discussed by Kisslinger
2) 3)

and Sorensen ' and by Ikegami and Udagawa ; for nearly closed shell
4)nuclei, while Miranda and Preston have treated the deformed region.



The measurement of absolute El -transition probabilities between

identical single particle levels in different odd-mass nuclei is a sensi-

tive test of the influence exerted on the particle motion when an even

number of protons and neutrons are added to the nucleus. In this paper

an account is given of an experimental study of the El -transition pro-
7 9

bability from the •£" " (514) excited state to the y + (624) ground state

in Yb and Hf . The results are compared with the predictions

from the Nilsson model . The hindrance effect from the pairing corre-

lation is also taken into account. From an extrapolated experimental

El -matrix element a rough estimate of the half life of the 409 keV
7 181
— - (514) level in W is made.

2. Instrumentation

With a few minor exceptions, the fast-slow coincidence appara-

tus used in these experiments is the same as the one described in an

earlier paper ' . In the present set up we have used 56 AVP photo-

multiplier tubes optically coupled to NE 102 plastic scintillators with

a thickness of 1 mm or 25 mm for the registration of (3 and y rays

respectively. The current pulses from the anode are taken via a small

pulse transformer whose secondary side is loaded with a tunnel diode

(IN 3129). This diode serves as a lower level and offers a convenient

way of eliminating noise and other unwanted low-energy pulses which

might otherwise interfere with the functioning of the succeeding fast

electronics. The pulses passing this discrimator are pulse-shaped by

the use of an avalanche transistor (2N501) delivering a 50 mA current

pulse with a rise time of less than 0. 5 ns and a duration of 50 ns de-

termined by a shortened delay line. These pulses have sufficient

power to drive a transistorized time-to-pulse height converter

(= TPHC) built on the principle of overlapping rectangular pulses.

The over-all resolution of the system was measured with the help of

the prompt cascade from a Co source, resulting in a width at

half maximum of 0.6 ns. The slope of the prompt coincidence curve

amounted to approximately 0.1 ns (= apparent instrumental half life).
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The time calibration of the TPHC was performed with the same

energy setting of the fast-slow coincidence set up as in the experiment

described in this paper. Instead of the active source, however, a fast

light-pulse generator was used . The two photomultiplier tubes were

geometrically arranged so that they could be exposed to the same light -

flash. For each flash the two multipliers generated anode pulses with

a length of 50 ns and a rise time of less than 0. 5 ns. These pulses

were accepted by the TPHC, and gave a prompt coincidence time spect-

rum with a width at half maximum of 0. 4 ns.

Known lengths of aluminium pipes were then inserted between

the light-pulser and one photomultiplier, while the shift of the prompt

coincidence peak as registered on the multichannel analyser (= MCA)

was observed. Flight paths of up to 2 meters were used with no de-

terioration in the resolution of the prompt curve. As the velocity of

light in air is well known, the only limits in the absolute calibration

of the TPHC with this method are those set by the number of channels

in the MCA together with the resolution of the prompt peak. In this

way an absolute calibration of the TPHC was achieved with an accu-

racy of better than 0. 5 per cent.

-The advantages of this method are that a) the time calibration

is made against an accurately known standard, viz. , the velocity of

light in air and b) the calibration is made with pulses of exactly the

same form as those which are used in the experiments here in ques-

tion. This is important -when working with pulses having rise times

faster than 10 seconds (frequencies in the 1000 Mc/sec range).

The actual velocity is the group velocity of the pulse, and not the

phase velocity, which is measured with an R. F. oscillator method.

These two velocities may well differ by as much as 5 - 10 per cent.

To obtain an easily used sub-standard several cables of different

lengths of the 75 ft Amphenol type (21 -597) were calibrated against the

velocity of light standard. The group velocity of the actual anode

pulses in this type of cable was found to be 61 . 5 - 0 . 3 per cent of the

velocity of light in air. This is approximately 6 per cent lower than

the velocity stated by the manufacturer.
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3_. Treatment of experimental data

When measuring the time distribution of delayed coincidence from

a single decay with an instrument of infinitely good time resolution one

would expect an exponential decay of the type

N ( t ) = |N(k) • e-W*> for t >k

I 0 for t < k ,

where "\ > 0 is the decay constant.

The area under the curve (= A) is given by

00

A = j N(k) • e " 7 ^ ~ k^dt or N(k) = A . 7v .

k

To arrive at the finite time resolution of the experimental equip-

ment, its response to a delta function is taken to be the Gaussian distri-

bution

i r i / x - u \ 2

aj/17 L 2 ^ a )

the area of which is unity.

The number of coincidences which are delayed from the source

within a certain time u to u 4- du but owing to the finite time resolu-

tion will be registered in channel "x" is then given by

A ? v e -Mu-k) . __i

To get the total contribution in channel "x" we have to integrate

over 1lu". If we also add to each channel a constant contribution B

from accidental coincidences, the number of measured coincidences

"y" as a function of the channel number "x" is given by

Y = f A * e - ^ u - k> . —L— exp ! - 1 ( Z ^ \ Ida + B . (1)

where A , ~k , k , o , and B are used as adjustable parameters

determined from a least squares fit between eq. 1 and the experi-

mental time coincidence distribution. A program has been made for

the Ferranti "Mercury" computer which determines the five para-

meters and their statistical standard deviation.
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4_. Experimental procedure

Spectroscopically pure sources of ytterbium and hafnium have
9 / 2

been activated at a neutron flux of 1 0 n/cm • sec in the Research

Swimming-Pool Reactor R2-0 at Studsvik. Through the reactions

Yb176(n,7), Yb 1 7 7 m andHf1?8{n,7) Hf] 7 9 m the two short-lived i so -

mers Yb1 7 7 m (6.4 sec) and Hf1 7 9 m (18. 6)sec) were obtained. With

the help of a fast pneumatic rabbit it was possible to move these

sources into their measuring position between the two photomultiplier

tubes within less than a second after the breakage of the neutron acti-

vation. After decaying for about 2 half-lives these sources were re-

activated. This procedure was repeated approximately 1000 times to

ensure satisfactory statistical accuracy.

1-1 i Q4k£Y le vel in J b ]

7)Since der Mateosian' s and Goldhaber ' s discovery in 1 949 of a

6 sec isomer when they irradiated ytterbium with slow neutrons, not

much work has been done to investigate this isomer The only de-

tailed investigation of its decay properties performed to date is that

by Hoffman et al , who showed unequivocally that the 6 sec isomeric

level was due to Yb . With a NaJ-scintillation detector they were

able to show that Yb decays by a cascade of two 7-rays with

energies (228 t 3) keV and (104 t 1 . 5) keV to the ground state. From

a summation spectrum taken with a 4jr - NaJ hole crystal they also

concluded that the K-conversion coefficients for the two transitions

were C^r-p^o = 4. 1 -0.4 keV and & ~. = 0. 39 - 0. 05, which indicates

that the 228 keV transition is M3, while the 104 keV transition is El ,

probably with a small M2 admixture.

According to the Nilsson scheme , the ground state of an odd-

mass nucleus with 107 neutrons is classified as r + (624). The spin
9 177

and parity of y + for the ground state of Yb also shows good
• 177

agreement with results obtained from the (3 -decay of Yb . From
the multipolarities of the two 7-transitions, the two lowest excited

7
states have been identified as the single particle states -~- - (514)
and j - (510).
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To obtain the El -transition probability, a delayed coincidence

experiment was performed. The highly converted 228 keV isorneric

transition was detected through the K-conversion electrons (150 -

- 190 keV) in a 1 mm thick NE 102 plastic scintillator, while the 104

keV El -transition was detected via the Cornpton scattered electrons

in a 25 mm thick NE 102 plastic scintillator. With the proper energy

settings a prompt coincidence peak with a width at half maximum of

about 1 ns was obtained.

1 77
The fact that the ground state of Yb decays by |3 to excited

states in Lu with a half life of 1 . 8 hours makes it impossible to

avoid the interference of false (3 - y coincidences.

1 77
A measurement of the gamma spectrum from an Yb source

taken 15 minutes after a neutron activation clearly showed gamma

rays of 147 keV, 1090 keV and 1240 keV from Lu1 7 7 and of 1 1 4 keV,
1 75

282 keV and 396 keV from Lu . Some of these transitions are

known to be fast with the exception of the 147 keV transition in Lu

(120 ns) and the 282 keV and 396 keV transitions in Lu1 7 5 (3.4 ns).

As the latter are fed by a 72 keV f3 -transition they are excluded by

the electron energy condition. Owing to the long life-time of the 147

keV level in Lu (120 ns), its contribution can in these measure-

ments be regarded as a constant background.

To avoid large contributions to the coincidence rate from long-

lived components in the source, a fresh sample was used after every

50 activations. In spite of these precautions, a small number of

prompt coincidences were recorded together with the delayed coin-

cidence curve (see fig 1). The half life of the 104 keV level was cal-

culated in two ways, first from the slope of the curve between 8 to

30 ns delay and then with the help of eq (l). To ascertain the prompt

part in the second calculation, a fraction of an experimentally de-

termined prompt coincidence curve was subtracted from the decay

curve until the best least squares fit was obtained. Both methods

gave the same result of (4.48 -0.08) ns for the half life of the 104
1 77keV level in Yb . If this result is compared with the single par-

9)tide El -transition probability calculated by Moszkowski , a r e -
4

tardation factor of 4 • 1 0 is obtained. Here a nuclear radius of

1 . 2 • A ' fm and a statistical factor equal to one was used.
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1 - 1 Dl keVJle;ve l i n Hf]

1 7<v
The decay properties of the 18.6 sec isomeric level in Hf '•"'

are very similar to those of Yb m . The only detailed investiga-

tion of its decay has been given by Hoffman et al. . With the san^

technique as in the Yb m case they showed that the 161 keV iso-

meric transition was followed by a 217 keV 7-ray to the ground

state (fig 2). From the conversion coefficients ot. , , = 35 - 2 and

cc?,7 = 0.055 - 0.010 they also concluded that the multipolarities

were M3 and El . A ground state spin of -j has been measured for
1 79

Hf , and this is in agreement with the Nilsson classification

•=- + (624), which should occur as the ground state for N = 107.

From the multipolarities the first two excited single particle
7 1

levels have been classified as •=; — (514) and rr - (510).

1 77

As in the case of Yb , an I. C. - 7-delayed coincidence ex-

periment was performed. The only background activity found be-
•t »7 Q

longed to the 4 sec isomeric level in Hf . This activity, howeve..

was very weak and did not disturb this coincidence measurement,

The result is given in" fig 2. The analysis was made with eq (i) an<h

gave a half life of (l . 86 t 0. 05) ns for the 217 keV level in Hf1 ? 9 .
9)Compared with the Moszkowski estimate this gives a retardation

factor of 1 0 .

I - 4 J ° 9 Jse V le ve l in

The ground state of W has been identified as the f̂ +g f̂

level in the Nilsson scheme . As the ground state of Re ' " 1 is

probably y + (402), one would expect a hindered first forbid
7electron capture branch to feed the ~- - (514) level, which is

181
to be one of the lowest excited levels in W , In some recent ppj ,

papers ' * ' this level has been identified with the 408. 9 keV

excited level, which decays via two 7-rays of 43, 5 keV and 408, 9

keV. From the measurement of the L,/L,, -ratio, Harmatz et al. $X

showed that the 43.5 keV transition is predominantly Ml (~ 1 %

E2 admixture). As the conversion lines from the 408. 9 keV transi.,

tion were very weak , no rrmltipole determinations could be

made. The assignment of spin and parity together with the results
177 179

from similar transitions in Yb' and Hf suggest El multi->



polari ty (with < 1 % M2) for the 408,9 keV t rans i t ion . F r o m the inten-

sitie s of the 43. 5 keV L1 - and 408. 9 keV K-convers ion l ines ' t o -

gether with theoret ica l conversion coefficients it is possible to ca l -

culate the ratio between the total and the El gamma t ransi t ion p r o -

bability from the 408. 9 keV level . The re su l t s obtained from similar
1 77 I 79

trans i t ions in Yb and Hf give an es t imate of the El t rans i t ion
probabil i ty, from which a rough value for the half life of the 408. 9

| ni

keV level in W is obtained.

5 . D i s c u s s i o n

Jl-J J?2ISE2-:£i?!P£ w r th theNi lsson model

As we have seen above5 there are large discrepancies between

the experimental El -transition probabilities and those estimated by
9)Moszkowski for spherical nuclei. A more satisfactory approach is

to use a deformed potential, as was done by Nilsson . Using the
electric multipole operator

Ze
r p Y . . . (0<P)

• p

together with the eigen-functions of the type

a]A • JN1AS> ,

1A.

where K = A + 2 and \ a1. = 1 ,

1A

Nilsson showed that the El -transition probability between two single
particle levels in a deformed nucleus could be written as

P(E1) = 2.93 -10 t . - A

< I , 1, K , K f - K | l , 1 , I 1 , K ' > | * 1 G E 1 } S e c " 1 ' ^

where
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G E 1

< ! , 1, A, K1 - K | l , 1, I1 , A ' > | (3)

AA1

Here E ? is given in MeV, o_y i is the Kronecker symbol, and the

prime denotes quantities belonging to the ground state. A general

formula for the radial matrix element <N l ' Irl N l > is given by
1) .

Nilsson . For the purpose here in question, however, this matrix
element can be simplified to

1/2
(1+ l ) | r | N l > = ( N + \ +

1/2

The a,, coefficients have been tabulated by Nilsson ' for the diffe-

rent single particle levels as a function of the deformation parameter r\

Table 1 summarizes the experimental data from El -transitions be-
7 9

tween the single particle levels y - (514) and -j + (624) necessary for
the analysis. The M2 content given in table 1 was estimated from the

conversion coefficients given in ref 8 and 10. The expected anomalies

•e
5

14)in the El conversion coefficients ' are supposed to be small in the

J . . . . L
ue has^

region of retardation factors F , , *• 10
M

In order to compare the transition probability between similar

levels in different nuclei, the experimental results have been divided

by the strongly energy-dependent factor before the brackets

in eq (2) to obtain an experimental value of (Crg^) . This valu

been compared with the theoretical (G^-|) -value obtained from

eq (3). Table 2 gives the necessary information used in this calcula-

tion. The result is plotted in fig 3 as a function of the deformation para

meter i] together with the experimental values (see table 2, footnote

a). The (G-jr-.) -values for r\ = 3 , 5 and 7 have been calculated from

a,, -values obtained through the parabolic interpolation of the a , . -

-values for r\ - 2, 4 and 6 given in Table 2. In the numerical cal -

culations the deformation of the initial and final states is supposed

to be the same. As may be seen in fig 3, the agreement is not very

good, and indicates experimental hindrances of 8 and 20 for the El
177 179

transitions in Yb and Hf respectively.
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It has been pointed out that the deformation is practically con-

stant for the different intrinsic levels , but a small deviation might

nevertheless occur. To see its influence on the transition probabili-

ties a calculation with a - 5 per cent change in T\ for the excited

level was made. From the results given'in fig 3 it is seen that a

small change in the deformation of the excited level only gives a

change in the transition probability with a factor of less than two.

This effect can thus hardly explain the deviation between the theore-

tical and experimental results. Although no perfect agreement seems

to be obtained with the Nilsson model it is encouraging to see that the

electric dipole matrix element is rather constant, even though the

nuclear properties as the -j - (514) level energy and the intrinsic

quadrupole moments change considerably in the two nuclei. It thus
1 77

seems as if particle motion in Yb is rather insensitive to the

residual interaction introduced through the addition of two protons.

~L- iL ^^HP^P^-^äPJLPZ ^ ^ ° J ^ t h e p a i r ing correlation

There is a considerable, body of evidence to show that very

short-range attractive forces not taken into account in the average

field used for the independent particle shell model potential play an

important role in determining low-energy nuclear properties. These

forces, which are supposed to give an interaction between two nucleons

moving in time-reversed orbits, are known as pairing forces. From

an analogy between atomic nuclei and superconducting electrons, first

suggested by Bohr, Mottelson and Pines , it should be possible to

use the mathematical formalism developed by Bardeen, Cooper and

Schrieffer ' in the nuclear case. The idea is to make a canonical

transformation from the original interacting particles to independent

"quasi-particles", and thus be able to retain an independent (quasi)

particle nuclear model. The application of the quasi-particle forma-

lism in the nuclear case is described in detail in the paper by
I 8)Belyaev . In this terminology the wave

of an odd-mass nucleus can be written as

I 8)Belyaev . In this terminology the wave function for the ground state

(odd) = a+ * (U, + V. at a+, ) • 0 > ,k

k>0
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where a, is an operator which creates a particle in the single

particle shell model state lk> . With this notation the odd particle

is in the state jp> . This state is entirely unaffected by the pairing

force, which only scatters pairs of particles. U, and V, are the

probability amplitudes for the k-th state, being respectively un-
2 2occupied or occupied by a pair of particles, thus giving U, + V, = 1 .

To solve the Hamiltonian where pairing correlation is taken

into account, it is found convenient to introduce a new system where

the particle number is not conserved. The new qua si-particle crea-

tion operator is given by

< = Uk ak " Vk a-+k

If one neglects all multi quasi-particle operators the parameters U.

and V, are shown to be

\j 2 ' 7?
where E, = \j €, + A is the quasi-particle energy and €•. the

single-particle energy in the deformed field taken relative to the

Fermi surface. A is approximately given by the odd-even mass

difference in the binding energy formula, while 2A is approxi-

mately the energy gap in the'even-even nuclei.

For an arbitrary single-particle operator 0 , the transition

matrix element between quasi-particle states with angular momenta
19)j . and j f , can be expressed as

flJ. U.= | u . u . - ( - i ) A v . v .
Jf Ji

x < j f m f ( O l j . m ^ , (4)

T 4.

where the factor (-1) is - 1, according to whether the operator

is even or odd under time-reversal and < jr m,. OJ j . m. > is the

usual single-particle matrix element. From eq (4) it is possible to

express the life-time for transitions between single quasi-particle

states in terms of the life-time for transitions between single-

particle states with identical properties as
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i . D(EL) . J _
sp

where D(EL) is the reduction factor for the electric 2 -pole transitions

and is given by

D(EL) = fu. u. - v. v.

To estimate the magnitude of the reduction factor for the actual El -

transitions between levels close to the Fermi surface we have used

the approximation A 55> €, » 0. This amounts to saying that the Fermi

level coincides with the single-particle ground state. The energy

difference between the two quasi-particle states E. and E- is now

given by E^ (= the actual energy level spacing) and D(EL) can then

be written as

1 E

D(EL) = j • E + A ,

which shows that D(EL) is rather energy dependent (as A > E ). The

odd-even mass difference P is approximately given by

Pn(Z, N) = ^ J 2 S n (Z, N) - Sn (Z, N + 1) - Sn (Z. N - l ) | « A,

where S (Z, N) is the neutron separation energy.

Calculations in which the "blocking" effect of the odd particle

is taken into account ' show that A is of an order 20 per cent lower

for systems with an odd number of particles as compared with that for

an even system. The values for A in the present paper were taken

from the calculations by Nilsson and Prior ' and from nuclear mass
21)

data given by Yamada and Matumoto ' . The theoretical values for

(Gj,,) multiplied by the appropriate D(EL)-factors are given in

fig 3. It is seen that the pairing correlation reduces the theoretical

(G-p,,) -values to the right order of magnitude and that an agreement

with the experiment within a factor of three seems to be obtained.
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1 Q 1

i - J J^lfe-!1™?of JÖie J 0 9 k e V l e v e l i n W
2

The calculated value for (G—,) from the Nilsson model
modified by the reduction factor from the pairing correlation gives
an estimate for the real (G-,,) of 10 . This value, together

with the data given in table 1 , makes it possible to deduce a life-
time of 3 • lO"11 sec for the 409 keV -~ - (514) level in W 1 8 1 . It
should, however, be pointed out that this life-time is very sensitive
to small changes in the estimated value for the factor (G—,,)
The comparatively short half-life of this level is due to the high
El -transition energy [ P ( E 1 ) - k] E

3 and D(EL) ~ k2 E J and
to the fact that the 43.5 keV Ml transition to the 366 keV ~ - (512)
level increases the transition probability from the 409 keV by a
factor of approximately 5.
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• • . .Table 1

Experimental results concerning El -transitions between the single particle levels T - (514) and •— + (624).

Nucleus

Yb177

Hf179

7-ray
energy
in keV

104

217

409

Half-life
in 10~" sec

4. 48 a)

1.86 a)

-

M2 ad-
mixture

< 1 % b )

< 1 % c>

< 1 % d )

Total con-
version
coeff.

0.51 b>

0.055 c)

0.009

7-ray
intensity
as a per -
centage

100

-100

75 e '

Exper imental
El transition
probability
Py(El) sec" '

1.0 • 108

3.5 • 108

-

2
(GE 1) from
experiment

1.2 • 10"4

4.4 • 10"5

-

Retardation
factor F , ,

JVL

4 • 104

1 . 105

-

i

a) present result

b) see ref 8

c) see ref 10

d) from similar transitions in Yb and Hf

e) from the intensity of conversion lines given by ref 11



Table 2

Amplitudes of the Nilsson wave functions 1)

Nucleus

Yb177

and

Hf179

Yb177

and

Hf179

Level energy
and spin

104 keV; \ -

217 keV; j -

0 keV; j +

0 ke V; j +

Nilsson clas-
sification

| - ( 5 1 4 )

No 41

|+(624)

No 49

Bas
vectors

553 +>

533 +>

554 ->

664 +>

644 +>

665 - >

The amplitudes a-j»
normalized to

1A

Ti = 2

0.3207

0.3672

-0.8731

0.9336

0.0719

0.3510

1 =4

0.2879

0.2305

-0.9243

0.9423

0.1187

0.3129

n = 6

0.2527

0.2057

-0.9454

0.9479

0.1507

0.2806

a)

0.29 b )

0.25 c )

0.29 b )

0.25 b>

I =- .

^Wtheo
(GEi}exp

2

8

20

-

a) for the odd-N nuclei in the region 82 < N < 1 26 the relation between the two deformation para-

meters S andf] is 5 *" 0.049 T\ .

b) 5 has not been determined for Yb , but all the ytterbium isotopes Yb , Yb , Yb

and Yb have a deformation of 5 *> 0, 29 see B Elbek, M C Olesen and O Skilbreid, Nucl.

Phys. H0960) 523.

c) O Hansen, M C Olesen, O Skilbreid and B Elbek, Nucl. Phys. 25 (-1961) 634.

i
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Fig. 3 This figure gives a summary of the results

shows the theoretical (G^-,) -factor from the Nilsson

model (eq. 3) with the same deformation for the two leveli

with a - 5 per cent change of the deformation parameter

for the excited level

values obtained for (G^.) x D(EL) when pairing correla-

tion is taken into account

experimental values for the (Gp

eq. 2

-factor obtained from

O estimated (G^,) -value for the 408.9 keV El transition
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